
Dear reader, 

I’m on a very important mission, and I need your help! My friend Monster Max is
somewhere in the hidden land of Krit. I need to find him and bring him home to
celebrate our latest book, Monster Max: This Time It’s Sirius.

Perched on the top of a very pointy mountain, Krit is the smallest, most hidden
country in the world. I’m about to set off on a perilous journey to find it!

See if you can spot Max in the photos – marked                – that I take along the
way (10 in total).

See you soon (hopefully…),

Robin
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I’ve looked everywhere but no sign of Krit. 
Although, I have a strange feeling I’m being watched...

Wait… I’ve found it! 
There’s Krit, hidden by clouds. 

This is amazing. At the top, I can see
 the mountains where the Rock Giants live ... 

but still no sign of Max… 
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Just having a drink before setting out on my quest. 

Very thirsty work this. 
I’ll fill my water bottle in this stream. 
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Something definitely feels a bit weird…
 like I’m being followed. 
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I’ve arrived at the scary woods, 
where the red-eyed werewolves live. Shhhhh!



But, I’m very brave and 
eventually it gets brighter. Phew! 

 WHERE’S
 MAX? Then I arrive at a strange hill,

 like a mini Krit on top of Krit.

At the foot of the strange hill, something orange
catches my eye. 
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Monsters are very good climbers.
 Quick! Before we lose him!
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But Max is waiting for me
 at the top ... Hooray! 

...and we have a nice sandwich
together.

Max is very happy to be home... 
sort of…

Thanks for your help finding Max!

Monster Max: This Time It’s Sirius is out now

Read more about the Monster Max series 
at www.fireflypress.co.uk


